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3-Digit Subtraction

1) A country veterinarian treats 218 animals in a month. He nurses pets and farm

animals. If he treats 128 pets, how many farm animals does he treat in a month?

2) Jenna and Sarah are playing an online game. Jenna scored 544 points and

Sarah scored 367 points. How many more points did Jenna score than Sarah?

3) Nicole bought a 200 pages notebook for her assignment. She completed her

assignment in 105 pages. How many blank pages were left over in the notebook?

4) Anne bought a bassinet for her little daughter. The list price was $323. If she

used a coupon worth $264, how much did Anne spend for the bassinet?

5) Mike and Jack went to Virgina beach for parasailing. Mike’s parasail wing rose

up to 823 feet while Jack’s rose up to 679 feet. How high did Mike parasail

than Jack?
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3-Digit Subtraction

1) A country veterinarian treats 218 animals in a month. He nurses pets and farm

animals. If he treats 128 pets, how many farm animals does he treat in a month?

2) Jenna and Sarah are playing an online game. Jenna scored 544 points and

Sarah scored 367 points. How many more points did Jenna score than Sarah?

3) Nicole bought a 200 pages notebook for her assignment. She completed her

assignment in 105 pages. How many blank pages were left over in the notebook?

4) Anne bought a bassinet for her little daughter. The list price was $323. If she

used a coupon worth $264, how much did Anne spend for the bassinet?

5) Mike and Jack went to Virgina beach for parasailing. Mike’s parasail wing rose

up to 823 feet while Jack’s rose up to 679 feet. How high did Mike parasail

than Jack?

Answer key

90 farm animals

177 points

$59

144 feet

95 blank pages
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1) Jack weighed 223 pounds. He attended a !tness training programme for a couple

of months. If he weighed 216 pounds at the end of the program, how many

pounds did Jack lose in 2 months?

2) For each batch, a bottling company !lls beverages into 980 cans and bottles for

distribution. If 498 cans have been !lled per batch, how many bottles are to

be !lled?

3) Jim and Lilian invited 228 guests for their wedding. If 181 guests came for the

wedding, how many guests did not turn up for the ceremony?

4) A textile factory employs 978 workers. Of the total work force in the factory,

567 workers are semi-skilled. How many skilled workers work for the factory?

5) There are 340 animals in a zoo. Of these, 112 are kept at enclosures and the rest

move freely in the park. How many animals wander around the park?
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1) Jack weighed 223 pounds. He attended a !tness training programme for a couple

of months. If he weighed 216 pounds at the end of the program, how many

pounds did Jack lose in 2 months?

2) For each batch, a bottling company !lls beverages into 980 cans and bottles for

distribution. If 498 cans have been !lled per batch, how many bottles are to

be !lled?

3) Jim and Lilian invited 228 guests for their wedding. If 181 guests came for the

wedding, how many guests did not turn up for the ceremony?

4) A textile factory employs 978 workers. Of the total work force in the factory,

567 workers are semi-skilled. How many skilled workers work for the factory?

5) There are 340 animals in a zoo. Of these, 112 are kept at enclosures and the rest

move freely in the park. How many animals wander around the park?

228 animals

482 bottles

411 skilled workers

7 pounds

47 guests
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1) A nursery has 135 species of rose plants for rose propagation and grafting. If 103

varieties are selected for grafting, how many species are left back?

2) The St. Peter’s school employs 323 people for maintenance to upkeep the school.

How many women work in the maintenance department if 165 men are

employed with them?

3) The Heavens Zoo’ houses 465 animals. 244 animals have lived in the zoo for over

5 years. The other animals were collected from dealers recently. How many

animals were collected from dealers?

4) Mr. Dyle bought groceries worth $107 from a supermarket. If he handed $200 to

the cashier, how much did Mr. Dyle receive in change from the cashier?

5) An archeological museum exhibited 564 artifacts of few ancient civilizations in

1996. Over a period of time, 123 deteriorated exhibits were removed. How

many exhibits remain in the museum now?
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1) A nursery has 135 species of rose plants for rose propagation and grafting. If 103

varieties are selected for grafting, how many species are left back?

2) The St. Peter’s school employs 323 people for maintenance to upkeep the school.

How many women work in the maintenance department if 165 men are

employed with them?

3) The Heavens Zoo’ houses 465 animals. 244 animals have lived in the zoo for over

5 years. The other animals were collected from dealers recently. How many

animals were collected from dealers?

4) Mr. Dyle bought groceries worth $107 from a supermarket. If he handed $200 to

the cashier, how much did Mr. Dyle receive in change from the cashier?

5) An archeological museum exhibited 564 artifacts of few ancient civilizations in

1996. Over a period of time, 123 deteriorated exhibits were removed. How

many exhibits remain in the museum now?

32 species

158 women 

$93

441 exhibits

221 animals
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